Testimonials

“IREON members grow and prosper from the company they keep and the relationships they share”

IREON has helped educate me in both my personal and business life since joining the group.
Champion Elevator and I personally have built many GREAT relationships with a number of the
members who have helped generate leads and close jobs. The group has been very beneficial for
our company and the friends we made along the way have been amazing!
Remember “it’s not the size of the group, it’s the quality of its members and their willingness to
network and help each other out – THAT IS IREON!
BIG Thank You to Steve for his ongoing support and guidance!
Donald Gelestino
President, Champion Elevator Corp.

Since joining, Insperity has built fruitful relationships with several of the members that has opened
new doors to opportunities for us. Overall our membership with IREON over the last year has been
very beneficial for Insperity. Steve personally has helped us meet and add new contacts into our
network. The “give and receive” aspect of the group is great and has helped the relationships made
to continue to grow.
Erik Schaefer
Business Performance Advisor, Insperity

Janover LLC is a relatively new member to the IREON family. I call it a family because the members
support each other more like a family member would than a networking group. Our firm has received
some referrals already and has even had the opportunity to host an event in our New York office. The
meetings and monthly hour teleconference meetings are informative in terms of seeing what other
members and their companies have been doing. The technical presentations are educational as well. We
have been very happy with our experience with this special group and look forward to a long and
prosperous relationship together.

Kenneth H. Rick, CPA
Partner

NuZine joined the IREON Network 6 months ago and are having a great experience! Our fellow
members are highly knowledgeable and we have received new business from some of the respected
members. Our leader Steve Kirschner, is highly energetic and keeps the members motivated.
The program is ideal for busy business owners looking to expand their network.
Laura Reddy, NCIDQ
CEO, NuZine
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Spectorgroup joined the IREON Network only a few months ago. We have found our fellow
colleagues in IREON to be trusting, knowledgeable in their space and overwhelming
engaging. It’s an ideal platform to build and expand our national industry network.
Marc B. Spector, FAIA
Principal/ Owner. Spectorgroup.
Marc B. Spector, FAIA Profile
Principal | Owner
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